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Words Sean McFarlane Pictures Andy McCandlish

I
’ve lived in New Zealand 
and loved every minute 
of that but for me 
Norway has the edge for 
the outdoor enthusiast. 
High praise indeed. 
Being a 90-minute 

flight away adds to the attraction. Norway 
and its Scandinavian cousins seem to lead 
the way in so much these days, from house 
design to educational systems. Even those 
huge, scary and very much verging on 
impossible so-called “extreme” triathlons 
began there too. The endurance insanity 
started back in 2003 with the inaugural 
Norseman race in Norway. 

Norseman has for several years operated a 

ballot system in which nowadays less than 20 
percent of entrants get a starting place. Doing 
such an event in such an inspiring place has 
long appealed to me but frankly the large 
amount of seriously fit Northern Europeans 
taking part, the vast majority of whom could 
comfortably beat me to the finish line, has 
always put me off. So when a low-key race 
popped up on social media claiming to be the 
new Norseman, I just had to check the diary. 
Only one clash and an appealing one at that 
– my birthday. No better way to earn my 
cake. The inaugural Fjord Extreme Triathlon 
was over the standard ironman distances of a 
3.9-kilometre swim, 180-kilometre bike and 
then a marathon, with a twist of a finish at 
1,700 metres.
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The race was based in Erjesford in the north 
west of Norway. Thursday night’s arrival at 
our lodgings was in darkness. The following 
morning we woke to blue skies, an emerald 
lake, virtually in our garden, and a 
mountainous amphitheatre wrapping round 
us. Utterly wonderful.  The race was organised 
by local triathlete Morten Hoftsad. He was 
keen to show off his backyard and straight 
away I could see why. I did feel a degree of pity 
for him though. As a race organiser, he must 
have been almost paralysed by indecision, 
with so many options for all manner of 
exhilarating activities. Crystal clear lakes 
surrounded by snow-capped (yes, in August), 
and seriously impressive looking mountains, 
perfectly surfaced and engineered empty 
roads, this place had everything. What a 
location to swim, bike, run and just be 
outdoors. 

Friday consisted of the usual pre-race 
preparation laced with nervous excitement. 
The weather for now was glorious but the 
forecast was clear (and not the weather) - rain 
all day for race day. We all surfed numerous 
meteorological websites in a vain attempt to 
find a contrary prediction. But it was clear 
– tomorrow would be wet, very wet. After a
relaxed morning with plenty of jaw dropping 
gazing, the rain started. After lunch I headed 
out for a short spin. Fifteen minutes later I 
came back and my backside was soaked. But 
I’d picked my support crew well. In no time at 
all Chris and Andy had fashioned a perfect 
small and light mudguard using a coke bottle 
and some cable ties. Genius and the lift it gave 
me was right on cue. I was desperately short of 
preparation for the race, with a particular lack 
of biking on my time trial bike. Yet the lads’ 
invention went a good way to making up for 
my lack of preparedness. I might not know 
what I was doing but at least it seemed they 
did. 

Race briefing threw up three crucial updates. 
Firstly the water was colder than expected – 12 
degrees – so the swim was shortened to half 
the usual distance of 1.9 kilometres. A very 
sensible decision. Secondly, there were only 14 
starters so whilst hopes of a top 10 finish rose, 
it was vital to mentally prepare for a good 
degree of lengthy solitude. Lastly, the planned 
race finish at 1,700 metres was brought down 
to 1,100 metres due to snow.

Friday evening’s pasta party was memorable. 
I’ve been to plenty of these. They’re usually 
full of mutual race T-shirt glancing and puffed 
out chests, with the occasional raised voices of 
friends from online forums meeting in the real 
world to once again lock horns. This one was 
very different. In a boat shed due to now 
steadily falling rain, my team and I were 
struck by how those gathered seemed to just be 
doing the race for “fun”. A “they were in the 
area and thought they’d just give it a go, sort of 
thing”. Their nonchalant approach was 

incredible, but also belied that these were 
seriously outdoor people. Novice extreme 
ironman triathletes perhaps but this type of 
thing held no fear for any of them. It was a 
great advert for Norwegian life. 

After an indifferent night’s sleep, largely due 
to the noise of the rain battering off the roof, it 
was one of my more difficult rises from bed. 
Yet putting my wetsuit on in our lodgings 
emphasised the wonderful convenience of all 
of this and my spirits soon lifted. After the 
very short walk to the start we smiled, shook 
hands and took a bit of time to marvel at the 
scene. Marvelling done, we all jumped in the 
lake from the small ferry terminal. The water 
was cold but certainly bearable. Flat and calm 
too. The out and back one lap course didn’t 
hold too many concerns though sighting in the 
early morning grey light was tough. The 
shoreline provided a good guide and I seemed 
to limit my traditional zig-zagging. I made the 
mistake of letting the photographer’s boat 
guide me – I should know they follow me not 
vice-versa – but with that initial error 
corrected I ploughed on.  After around 40 
minutes I was done and certainly ready to 
come out. Still, there was a chance the swim 
would be the driest activity of the day. It was 
now absolutely lashing down. As I ran up to 
the boat shed to change, all conversation with 
my team was difficult due to the noise of the 
rain thumping down onto the grass. A novel 
experience even for a Scotsman. 

Racing in such conditions clearly presents 
challenges. For the bike it was imperative to 
keep my core, and in this case by core I meant 
thighs to torso, as warm as possible. Warmth 
doesn’t necessarily mean dry but it helps. Too 
many layers and things get soaked, heavy and, 
sooner or later cold. Not enough layers and of 
course cold is an issue. Forget all sorts of fancy 
fabrics; human skin is the ultimate in 
waterproof gear so sometimes less is more. If 
ever there was a balance to get right, it was 
now. So it was bib shorts, base layer, cycling 
top and jacket on with overshoes and helmet 
and I was off. 

Even in the conditions, it was plain to see 
that the bike course was cutting through some 
extraordinary landscapes. With waterfalls 
pouring off the steep rocks seemingly every 
100 metres, the noise, spray and patchy mist 
added perfectly to the magic. I felt in a dream 
in my Lyrca and waterproof cocoon. With no 
scary and technical descents, the conditions 
weren’t any real reason for my ponderous 
progression. My total lack of time trial bike 
conditioning however was. My initial vigour to 
make up places all too soon turned to being 
happy with where I was. The downwards 
spiral quickly moved into just finishing the 
bike course. Overtaken by what seemed like 
half the field in the closing stages – easier than 
it sounds given competitor numbers – I 
freewheeled into transition. I’d never worn a 

It was plain to see that the bike course was cutting through 
some extraordinary landscapes. With waterfalls pouring 
off the steep rocks seemingly every 100 metres, the noise, 
spray and patchy mist added perfectly to the magic.
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FACT FILE
Travel: We flew to Molde via Oslo from Edinburgh with Scandinavian Airlines, flysas.com. Flights are also available with Norwegian, Norwegian.com
Accommodation: We stayed at the Øverås Hytteutleie - https://no.fjordnorway.com Race: http://fxtri.no The race will next be held in 2018 
Other things to do in the area: http://visitnorthwest.no  
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bike jacket during a triathlon but on this 
occasion I had never at any point even 
contemplated its removal. 

As I started the run, my team shouted 
encouraging words and that did seem to get me 
moving. The key at this stage was to find a 
rhythm of some sort. It was still raining heavily 
and I wondered how there was any liquid left in 
the sky. Yet down it continued to pour. I 
eventually found a slow, manageable and 
largely acceptable rhythm. Despite the obvious 
physical challenges involved, I was loving this. 
So much so that I’ll confess to getting a bit 
emotional. What a total joy and honour to be 
able to do something like this. I felt privileged 
and very lucky. I’ve heard all too often and 
even on occasion been party to whinging 
during events about the list of other things we 
could be doing instead. Not now though. There 
was no place on earth I’d have rather been. It 
was a gloriously satisfying and inspiring 
moment in the race and I felt good.  Positive 
thinking and I could feel the power of it.

After 25 kilometres of Tarmac, came a 
five-kilometre loop section, a down and out 
and back off-road track. It was a chance to see 
others and vital to look one’s best. The initial 
change from Tarmac to trail gave my feet and 
joints an instant boost. Just as I was getting 

confident, I saw the leader, David Fraser from 
Edinburgh. Either he’d mastered the bluff or 
he was feeling great. Either way, he looked far 
too in control for this stage of the race as he 
bounced past me. As I passed two others 
coming the other way, they didn’t look great 
and my bluff seemed to have worked on them. 
Back on to Tarmac and things were slowing 
down.

Of the final seven kilometres, the last two 
were off-road up to our mountain finish at 
1,100 metres. Before that there were five 
kilometres on a wide forest track that gained 
height. A lot. I opted for poles and Chris 
joined me. Even he, the master of encouraging 
chat in all manner of situations, was lost for 
words as I folded. Up ahead, we could see 
another competitor but I wasn’t gaining. 
Something was happening to my pelvis area. 
For once, nothing to do with digestion but 

instead it all felt very weak and unstable. 
Substituting a 100-mile ride for a Pilates class 
might be the way forward after all in future

Finally, we were off the forest track and onto 
the faint singletrack up the soaking hillside, 
this was very familiar being a lot like home. I 
began to feel better. Soon we were onto the 
home straight – a 150-metre track on my left 
heading up to the finishers’ tent in the mist. 
Chris shouted something at me and I 
managed to just pip my long seen target. As I 
surged with bandy legs past my fellow 
competitor, in true Norwegian style he 
encouraged me to do so. In the race tent 
immediately after the finish, mist and steam 
from boiling water and the competitors filled 
the air, with everyone in various states of 
dress. Friendliness abounded. 

After a change of clothes and some much 
needed sustenance, we headed back to the 
start of the mountain section and a wonderful 
cabin, crammed full of people all beaming 
with smiles. Organisers, supporters, 
competitors and passers-by. Crepes and tea 
for everyone, this all seemed far too normal 
for those gathered. No “extreme” element 
here, just very much the done thing on a wet 
Saturday in August in Norway. “Same time 
next week then?” 

The key at this stage was to 
find a rhythm of some sort. It 
was still raining heavily and 
I wondered how there was 
any liquid left in the sky.
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